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Delamination Susceptibility of
Coatings Under High Thermal
Flux
Delamination of coatings initiated by small cracks paralleling the free surface is inves-
tigated under conditions of high thermal flux associated with a through-thickness tem-
perature gradient. A crack disrupts the heat flow thereby inducing crack tip stress inten-
sities that can become critical. A complete parametric dependence of the energy release
rate and mode mix is presented in terms of the ratio of the crack length to its depth below
the surface and coefficients characterizing heat transfer across the crack and across the
gaseous boundary layer between the surface and the hot gas. Proximity to the surface
elevates the local temperature, which in turn, may significantly increase the crack driving
force. A detailed assessment reveals that the energy release rates induced by high heat
flux are capable of extending subsurface delaminations in thermal barrier coatings, but
only when the modulus has been elevated by either calcium-magnesium-alumino-silicate
(CMAS) penetration or sintering. Otherwise, the energy release rate remains well below
the toughness. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3086590�
Introduction
When brittle coatings function in the presence of thermal gra-

ients and high heat flux, they are susceptible to delamination and
palling. The most widely investigated examples are thermal bar-
ier coatings �TBCs� used in turbines for aeropropulsion and
ower generation. Articles that describe and analyze the mecha-
isms capable of providing sufficient energy release rate, Gdelam,
o drive delamination have been presented �1–4�. They are in two
asic mechanism categories, governed by the sign of the stress in
he coating at its surface. �i� When this stress is tensile, sufficient
nergy release rate of delamination cracks parallel to the surface
nly arises when a secondary crack perpendicular to the delami-
ation links it to the free surface allowing the stress above the
elamination to be released. Similarly, if the delamination con-
ects to a free edge the coating can displace in mixed mode as the
elamination extends �1�. The scenario providing the largest
delam is that involving a temperature gradient during operation
aving sufficient magnitude to induce an appreciable tensile stress
t the surface upon cooling to ambient �2,5�. Other mechanisms
hat generate tension at the surface are not sufficiently potent:
hese include sintering-induced stresses. �ii� When the surface is
n compression, an energy release rate for an edge delamination
rack still exists �albeit that it is strictly mode II�. In this case, if
he delamination extends to a free edge, or is connected to the
urface by a wide cracklike gap, the stress in the coating above the
elamination can be released as the delamination extends. In the
bsence of cracks linking to the surface or free edges, the energy
bove the delamination can be released by buckling, but this re-
uires a large initial delamination to already exist, formed by
ome �independently specified� mechanism. Another potent
echanism involves rapid heat-up in the presence of a subsurface
aw �Fig. 1�. In this scenario, the flaw is thermally insulting,
esulting in a temperature difference, �Tflaw, between its two faces
with compression at the coating surface�. This �Tflaw induces an
nergy release rate of the cracklike flaw. Earlier estimates �3�
mplied that Gdelam was too small to be of concern when tempera-
ure boundary conditions pertain at the top and bottom of the
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coating set by temperatures computed assuming no flaw. How-
ever, in most TBC applications, heat transfer boundary conditions
apply such that the temperature at the surface above the crack is
considerably higher than in the absence of a crack, rendering this
mechanism more potent. Such boundary conditions are investi-
gated here. Indeed, in high heat flux tests, dramatic spalling of the
coating has been observed during heat-up �6�. The intent of this
article is to re-examine rapid heating with the new boundary con-
ditions. The emphasis will be on relatively small flaws �less than
the coating thickness� to be compatible with the foregoing obser-
vations.

The analysis to be presented regards the coating as elastic �no
creep� with isotropic thermal and elastic properties. Insight will be
acquired by solving a sequence of increasingly complex thermal
problems �Fig. 1�, starting with an isolated crack in an infinite
body, followed by a crack in a semi-infinite coating, and, finally, a
crack in a finite coating on a conducting substrate. The problems
differ thermally from that considered previously by virtue of the
heat transfer boundary condition between the hot gas and the coat-
ing surface. It will become apparent that this situation causes the
material above the crack to become hotter than in the absence of
the crack, thereby elevating the energy release rate. The analysis
will include the presence of an initial residual stress in the coating,
at ambient, again to be consistent with the practical situation.

The application of the results will be illustrated for a TBC on a
superalloy substrate. The coating will have thickness, H=1 mm,
consisting of yttria-stabilized zirconia �YSZ� deposited by air
plasma spray �APS� with thermal conductivity, k=1 W /m K,
thermal expansion coefficient, �=11 ppm / °C, and in-plane
modulus, E=20 GPa �5�. For coatings infiltrated by a glasslike
substance due to debris ingested into the engine, such as CMAS to
be discussed later, the assumption of isotropic thermal and elastic
properties is probably justified. On the other hand, elastic and
thermal isotropy is obviously an approximation for uninfiltrated
plasma spray coatings, but necessary at this stage since details of
the anisotropies are not yet available. The heat flux boundary con-
dition at the surface has such a strong effect on the crack driving
force that results based on the idealized isotropic coating provide
considerable insight. Similarly, detailed knowledge of the fracture
anisotropy of the coatings is not yet known although the morphol-

ogy of the microstructure of plasma spray coatings is expected to
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ive rise to some anisotropy, which would have some effect on
elamination trajectories, as will be remarked on in the summary
iscussion.

Problem Statement
Each of the three problems depicted in Fig. 1 is infinite in

xtent in the x-direction. Throughout the paper, T0�y� denotes the
emperature distribution in the absence of the crack. Under the
teady state thermal conditions considered here, T0�y� satisfies
2T0=d2T0 /d2y=0. The heat flux through the coating when no
rack is present is denoted by

q0 = kdT0/dy �1�

ith k as the thermal conductivity.
Denote the heat transfer coefficient governing the thermal con-

uction across the crack by hC, such that the downward thermal
ux across it is hC�T+−T−� expressed in terms of the temperatures
n its top �+� and bottom ��� faces. The condition

k
�T

�y
= hC�T+ − T−� �2�

ust be satisfied at all points with �T /�y continuous across the
rack. For Problems II and III, the role of heat transfer through the
aseous boundary separating the surface of the coating and the hot
as at temperature TG is taken into account. Denote the heat trans-
er coefficient for the boundary layer by hG, such that at any point
long the surface with temperature Tsurface the heat flux into the
urface is

k
�T

�y
= hG�TG − Tsurface� �3�

The steady-state temperature distributions for the three prob-
ems in the absence of the crack are as follows. For Problem I, the
eat flux, q0, is specified

T0�y� = T0�0� +
q0y

k
�4�

ith T0�0� having no influence. For Problem II, both q0 and TG
re specified

T0�y� = T0surface +
q0�y − d�

k
, T0surface = TG −

q0

hG
�5�

ig. 1 Three problems analyzed in the paper. The coefficient
f heat transfer across the crack is denoted by hC in each of the

hree problems. The heat transfer coefficient across the gas
oundary layer at the surface of the thermal barrier coating in
roblems II and III „shown as a shaded layer… is denoted by hG.
he temperature of the hot gas above the boundary layer is TG.

n all three problems, the vertical heat flux in the absence of the
rack is denoted by q0.
or Problem III, TG and Tsubstrate are specified
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T0�y� = T0surface�H − d + y

H
� + T0interface�d − y

H
� �6�

with T0interface as the temperature at the coating/substrate interface.
The heat flux and surface temperature are

q0 =
BG

�BG + 1 + BG HS/H�
k�TG − Tsubstrate�

H
�7�

and

T0surface = TG −
q0

hG

where the dimensionless Biot number for the gaseous boundary
layer is defined as

BG =
hGH

k
�8�

A sense for the numerical values of the variables is provided for
the TBC example cited in Sec. 1. With TG−T0surface=400°C and
T0surface−T0interface=400°C as the temperatures drops across the
boundary layer and coating, respectively, the parameters become
hG=1 kW /m2 K, BG=1, and q0=0.4 MW /m2.

Regardless of the constraint at infinity, only two nonzero
thermal-stress components result from T0�y�: �xx�y� and �zz�y�.
These components induce zero energy release rate for a crack
parallel to the surface. Similarly, residual stresses parallel to the
surface have no effect on the energy release rate of cracks parallel
to the surface. Consequently, only the temperature change,
�T�x ,y�, due to the presence of the crack produces stress inten-
sities, where

�T�x,y� = T�x,y� − T0�y� �9�

Steady-state requires �2�T�x ,y�=0. If the crack does not impede
the heat flux �hC=��, then �T�x ,y�=0 and the energy release rate
is zero.

3 Isolated Crack in an Infinite Body
Results are reviewed for the plane strain problem of a crack in

an infinite body �Problem I, Fig. 1� subject to a downward-
directed vertical heat flux, q0=kdT0 /dy, remote from the crack. In
the limit of no heat transfer across the crack �hC=0�, a closed
form solution exists �7,8�. With KI and KII denoting the mode I
and II stress intensity factors, the problem is pure mode II �KI
=0�, with energy release rate given by

G0�0� =
�

16
�� a

H
�3

, � =
EH3�2q0

2�1 + ��
k2�1 − ��

�10�

where 2a is the crack length, E and � are Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of the material, � its coefficient of thermal expan-
sion, and H is a characteristic dimension �later equated to the
coating thickness�. The rationale for the notation G0�0� will be-
come apparent; the subscript 0 signifies an isolated crack. The
result �Eq. �10�� has the notable features that the energy release
rate is sensitive to crack length, G0�a3, and the heat flux, G0
�q0

2. These strong dependencies often dominate the incidence of
delamination, as elaborated later.

If hC�0, the problem is still pure mode II, but the energy
release rate now depends on a dimensionless Biot number defined
by

BC
� =

hCa

k
�11�

This problem does not have a closed form solution. A numerical
result �9� for the energy release rate is plotted in Fig. 2. Over the
range of Biot numbers plotted �0	BG

� 	2�, an accurate fit to the

numerical results is
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G0�BC
� � =

G0�0�

�1 + 3.709 BC
� + ��

2
BC

��2� �12�

he Poisson’s ratio dependence is precisely captured through Eq.
10�, and the limit for large BC

� , G0�0� / �� BC
� /2�2, has been ob-

ained by a rigorous perturbation expansion. A closely related re-
ult for a crack on an interface will be reported in Sec. 5. The
ependence of the energy release rate on crack length is domi-
ated by that implicit in G0�0�.

Near-Surface Cracks in a Semi-Infinite Coating
In Problem II depicted in Fig. 1, a crack of length 2a lies at a

epth d below the surface of the semi-infinite body. The role of
eat transfer through the gaseous boundary separating the surface
f the coating and the hot burning gas at temperature TG is taken
nto account, as discussed in Sec. 1. The temperature distribution
n the absence of the crack, T0�y�, in Problem II is given by Eq.
5� with q0 and TG specified. In the presence of a crack, T0�y� is
pproached remotely from the crack. Two normalizations of the
iot number for the boundary layer will be useful

BG =
hGH

k
and BG

� =
hGa

k
�13�

he first normalization employing the layer thickness, H, was
ntroduced in Eq. �7�. Even though H does not enter directly in
roblem II, BG obtains for an actual coating, as illustrated by the
stimate of BG obtained below Eq. �8�, and then BG

� = �a /H�BG.
Plane strain conditions governing the changes in stress and

train due to the presence of the crack are assumed. As noted
arlier, only the change in temperature �T due to the presence of
he crack generates stress intensities. Moreover, in Problem II, �T
ecays to zero remotely such that the change in remote stress is
ot influenced by the constraints on deformation.

4.1 The Nonconducting Shallow Crack Limit (hC=0, d Õa
1). The only analytical result that has been possible to derive is

he asymptotic solution for a shallow nonconducting crack �hC
0, d /a
1� �see the Appendix�. The result is

G =
1

2

�1 + ��
�1 − ��

Ed��q0a

k
�2��

4
+

1

BG
� �1 −

tanh�	BG
� a/d�

	BG
� a/d

�
2

�14�

ig. 2 Effect of heat conduction across an isolated crack on
nergy release rate †9‡. The normalizing value G0„0… is the en-
rgy release rate for the nonconducting crack given by Eq. „10….
ure mode II pertains „�=90 deg….
ith
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� = tan−1�KII

KI
� = 52.1 deg �15�

Normalizing G by G0�0� in Eq. �10� for the isolated crack of
length 2a subject to the same overall heat flux q0 gives

G

G0�0�
=

8

�

d

a��

4
+

1

BG
� �1 −

tanh�	BG
� a/d�

	BG
� a/d

�
2

�16�

which is plotted in Fig. 3. The most important observation is the
existence of a range of shallow locations for which G /G0�0� can
be significantly in excess of unity if BG

� �ahG /k	0.1. The impli-
cation is that cracks near the surface can become critical at con-
siderably lower overall heat flux than deeper cracks. This feature
arises because disruption of the heat flow substantially elevates
the surface temperature just above the shallow crack. This eleva-
tion increases the compressive stress in the ligament above the
crack, which, in turn, increases the energy release rate. In the
extreme, the local surface temperature can approach TG.

4.2 The Nonconducting Near-Surface Crack „hC=0…. Fi-
nite element thermal-stress analyses for all cases were carried out
using ABAQUS/Standard software �10�. The deformation is taken to
be plane strain, and the material is represented by the linear elas-
ticity. Utilizing symmetry, only the half of the geometry to the
right of the symmetry line �x=0� was analyzed. Symmetric
boundary conditions were applied on the symmetry line. The dis-
tance to right edge is taken to be sufficiently large compared with
both the crack length and the total thickness in the y-direction,
such that the intensity factors are independent of this distance. The
right edge is taken to be traction free. The heat transfer boundary
condition on the top surface was specified through ABAQUS’s ther-
mal load option �SFILM, while a fixed uniform temperature was
applied to the bottom surface. The crack was modeled as two
separate surfaces with a small gap. The thermal conduction con-
dition across the crack can be specified through ABAQUS’s thermal
contact option �GAP CONDUCTANCE. The meshes were de-
vised to give highly accurate results for the energy release rate
established by comparison with known results, such as those for
the isolated crack in Eqs. �10� and �12�. In particular, the result for
the isolated crack with partial thermal conductivity in Eq. �12� and
Fig. 2 was validated to within a fraction of a percent. A highly

Fig. 3 Amplification of energy release rate for shallow cracks,
as predicted by the asymptotic result for the energy release
rate of a crack just below the surface as dependent on the Biot
number governing heat transfer through the gas boundary
layer, BG

� =hGa /k. The crack length is 2a and the depth below
the surface is d. The crack is nonconducting „hC=0… and has
mode mix �=52.1 deg. The normalizing value, G0„0…, pertains
to the isolated crack experiencing the same overall heat flux
given by Eq. „10….
refined mesh is laid out on the ligament ahead of the tip. Eight
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ode quadrilateral elements with reduced integration were em-
loyed for the fully coupled thermal-stress analyses. Such ele-
ents exploit the biquadratic shape function for the displacement

nd a bilinear shape function for the temperature. The crack tip
as modeled with a ring of collapsed quadrilateral elements to

apture the strain singularity, thus improving the accuracy of the
alculations, �see ABAQUS manual for details�. At the crack tip, the
lemental size is on the order of one-hundredth of the crack depth.

Numerical results for G and � computed for 0.05	d /a	2 and
elected BG

� are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. They affirm the trends
xposed by the asymptotic formulas, Eqs. �14� and �15�, and re-
eal that cracks with d /a�1 /2 can experience energy release
ates well above those for deep cracks if BG

� 	0.1. It appears that
he mode mix, �, is independent of BG

� , but it has not been pos-
ible to establish this theoretically. The numerical results establish
he range of validity of the asymptotic formulas is limited to
/a	0.1.
The elevation of the energy release rate due to surface proxim-

ty only arises when there is a substantial temperature drop across
he gaseous boundary layer �small BG

� �. Conversely, when BG
�

� such that Tsurface=TG, the boundary layer is eliminated, and

ig. 4 Normalized energy release rate computed numerically
or nonconducting crack of length 2a located a distance d be-
ow the surface for various Biot numbers, BG

� =hGa /k, charac-
erizing the gaseous boundary layer at the surface. The normal-
zing value, G0„0…, pertains to the isolated crack experiencing
he same overall heat flux given by Eq. „10…, i.e., the limit d /a

1.

ig. 5 Mode mix, �, computed numerically for nonconducting
rack of length 2a located a distance d below the surface. The
urve applies to all Biot numbers, BG

� =hGa /k, characterizing
he gaseous boundary layer at the surface. This result also ap-

� �
lies for Problem II for any combination of BC and BG.

41008-4 / Vol. 76, JULY 2009
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surface proximity reduces the energy release rate. The transition
occurs for BG

� �0.25, where G is essentially independent of the
crack depth.

For completeness results for the limit hG=�, Tsurface=TG is
plotted in Fig. 6, affirming that proximity to the surface reduces G
relative to that for the deep crack.

4.3 The Near-Surface Crack With Combinations of hC and
hG. Selected results in Fig. 7 illustrate how the thermal conduc-
tivities of the boundary layer and the crack interact to determine
the energy release rate. The plot quantifies trends that would be
expected from the previous plots when either the crack is noncon-
ducting or the boundary layer provides no thermal resistance. Spe-
cifically, elevation of the energy release rate due to proximity to
the surface depends on both BC

� and BG
� . For BC

� =0.2, appreciable
elevation near the surface only occurs if BG

� 	0.1. For BC
� =0.5, it

does not occur for any BG
� 0.025 �plot not shown�.

5 Cracks in a Coating on a Substrate
When the crack is short �a /H
1� and relatively near the sur-

face, the results of Sec. 4 apply. Otherwise, for Problem III, inter-
action with the substrate must be taken into account. In thermal
barrier systems, the conductivity of the metal substrate is typically
at least over an order of magnitude greater that of the coating,
enabling the temperature along the bottom surface of the sub-

Fig. 6 Normalized energy release rate computed numerically
for limit „hG=� and Tsurface=TG… with no gaseous boundary
layer. The Biot number governing heat transfer across the
crack is BC

� =hCa /k, and G0„BC
�
… is given by Eq. „12…. The mode

mix, �, is plotted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 Normalized energy release rate computed numerically
for BC

� =hCa /k=0.2 and various BG
� =hGa /k with G0„BC

�
… given by
Eq. „12…. The mode mix, �, is plotted in Fig. 5.
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trate, Tsubstrate, to be nearly uniform. Interaction of a relatively
hort, deep crack �a /H
1� with the substrate significantly re-
uces the energy release rate. Detailed trends will not be pre-
ented, rather, one result will be quoted in Sec. 5.1.

5.1 Short Crack „a ÕH™1… at the Interface With the
ubstrate. Consider a plane strain crack of length 2a on the in-

erface between two semifinite half spaces. The half space above
he interface has moduli, coefficient of thermal expansion, and
hermal conductivity taken to be the same as those in Problem I.
he half space below the interface has identical moduli to that
bove the interface with an infinite thermal conductivity �recall
hat the thermal conductivity of the metal substrate is typically ten
imes that of the coating�. The remote heat flow is q0 and the heat
ransfer across the crack is hC, as before.

It has not been possible to find the solution to this problem in
iterature, although a general solution for the interface crack with
ero conductivity is available �11�. It is relatively straightforward
o show that this problem with nonzero hC is pure mode II, and
hat the stress intensity factor, KII, is exactly half that for the
solated crack of length 2a in the uniform material �Problem I�,
xcept that the corresponding heat transfer coefficient across the
rack must be taken as 2hC. �Solution details are omitted.� Thus,
he short interface crack has a greatly reduced energy release rate
iven precisely by

G =
1

4
G0�2 BC

� � �17�

here G0 is give by Eq. �12�. The result holds in the limit when
here is no heat conducted across the crack, hC=0, and agrees with
he result in Ref. �11�. It does not depend on the coefficient of
hermal expansion of the lower half space.

5.2 Long Crack „a ÕHš1…. Numerical results for Problem III
re presented in Fig. 8 for the specific case of a substrate with
S /H=3, ksubstrate /k=100, Esubstrate /E=5, and �substrate=0.3. The

esult depends on Poisson’s ratio of the coating, taken as �=0.2.
he two relevant Biot numbers are defined as BC=hCH /k and

ig. 8 Energy release rate and mode mix in Problem III com-
uted numerically for cracks at various depths for BC=0 and
G=1. HS /H=3, ksubstrate/k=100, Esubstrate/E=5, �substrate=0.3,
nd �TBC=0.2.
G=hGH /k. The energy release rate can be expressed in the form

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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G = �F�a/H,d/H,BG,BC� �18�

where F is a dimensionless function of the arguments shown. The
trend with the normalized depth for a nonconducting crack �BC

=0� reveals that the surface enhancement of G only occurs for the
shallow cracks considered in Sec. 3. For long cracks �a /H�1�, G
increases with depth below the surface. In all cases, G increases
and � decreases with crack extension, although the asymptotic
limit for very long cracks is nearly attained for a /H=10. The
implication is that any crack that attains modest length, a /H1,
once critical, will propagate unstably without arrest.

6 Implications
The application of the foregoing results is illustrated for a YSZ-

TBC on a superalloy substrate. The coating has thickness, H
=1 mm, with thermal conductivity, k=1 W /m K, thermal expan-
sion coefficient, �=11 ppm / °C, and in-plane modulus, E
=20 GPa �5�. The initial examples regard the temperatures drops
across the boundary layer and coating as, respectively, TG
−T0surface=400°C and T0surface−T0interface=400°C. Other values
are invoked as the arguments emerge. The ensuing thermal param-
eters are hG=1 kW /m2 K, BG=1, and q0=0.4 MW /m2. This set
of parameters results in an energy release rate coefficient, �
580 J m−2. While this is quite large relative to the mode I
toughness of the TBC ��50 J m−2� �12,13�, note that the actual
energy release rate is much smaller because of qualifying terms
substantially less than unity, as elaborated below. A preamble be-
fore proceeding is that the phase angle, in all cases, is in the range
50	�	90 deg. Consequently for a medium with isotropic frac-
ture resistance, the crack would extend diagonally down through
the coating �not parallel to the substrate�. Fracture anisotropy, if
sufficient, could result in parallel delaminations, but this seems
unlikely given the degree of mode mixity unless the anisotropy is
quite large. The exception is delaminations in the coating just
above the substrate. These could oscillate in the coating as they
extend �on average� parallel to the surface, in accordance with the
appropriate mixed mode toughness. Given that this situation is the
most realistic, it is considered first. The preliminary estimates as-
sume an insulating crack �hc=0� to obtain the maximum possible
energy release rates.

The most basic result is the trend in G0�0� as a function of
crack length, ascertained for 50 �m	2a	1 mm, for various
levels of heat flux within the range 0.4	q0	2 MW /m2 �Fig. 9�.
To interpret these plots, the fracture toughness must be super-
posed. For this purpose, the mode I toughness of YSZ ��

−2

Fig. 9 Energy release rate computed numerically for shallow
cracks at various depths for BC=0 and BG=1 for q0
=0.4 MW/m2 and E=200 GPa „H=1 mm, k=1 W/m K, �=0.2,
and �=11Ã10−6/K…. Critical flaw sizes are indicated based on a
representative mode I toughness, �TBC.
50 J m � �12,13� has been included in the figure. This choice
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gain represents a worst case from a delamination susceptibility
erspective, since the delaminations are mixed mode with appre-
iably higher toughness. Recall that, for short cracks, G
G0�0� /4, it is apparent that, even at the highest heat flux, the
nergy release rate only becomes sufficiently large to attain the
oughness when the delaminations exceed about 1 mm in length
a /H�1�. The same conclusion is reached by referring to Fig. 7,
ecalling that �580 J m−2. Such long cracks do not pre-exist in
hese systems, but could form due to other thermomechanical phe-
omena �1,5,14�. Once delaminations of this length have been
reated just above the substrate, the heat flux induced energy re-
ease rate would lead to catastrophic extension, with associated
palling.

The situation for short cracks just below the surface can be
udged by combining the information contained in Figs. 3, 4, and

with that in Fig. 8. An example is presented for short cracks,
.1	a /H	0.5, just beneath the surface, 0.01	d /a	0.1. The
esult for a representative flux, q0=0.4 MW /m2, and a conven-
ional choice of the modulus �E=20 GPa� indicates that G always
emains below the mode I toughness. The corresponding result for
case wherein the top of the TBC has either sintered or been filled
ith CMAS �E=200 GPa� is plotted in Fig. 9. For this case, G

an exceed � for shallow cracks in the length and depth ranges
a0.6 mm and d30 �m. Namely, moderately long shallow
racks are susceptible to delamination. Moreover, recalling that
ncreasing the heat flux by a factor 1.5 would increase G by a
actor 2.25 �because of the scaling, ��q0

2� infers that situations
apable of generating an extreme heat flux would allow short
hallow cracks to delaminate. Indeed, delaminations of this type
eported in CMAS infiltrated airfoils �type �iii� in Fig. 10� �5� had
reviously defied explanation. In summary, high heat flux appears
o be capable of extending subsurface delaminations, but only
hen the modulus has been elevated by either CMAS penetration
r sintering. Otherwise, the energy release rates remain well be-
ow the toughness, unless large delaminations have already
ormed by other mechanisms.
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ppendix: Asymptotic Analysis for Shallow Noncon-
ucting Cracks—Problem II
Problem II in Fig. 1�b� in the limit d /a
1 is considered for

lane strain cracks with hC=0. The first step in the analysis is to
btain the temperature distributions above and below the crack.
ecause the layer above the crack is thin and because no heat is
onducted across the crack, the y-dependence of the temperature
n this layer is negligible. Conservation of heat under the steady-

ig. 10 Delaminations in the TBC on an engine shroud †5‡. The
elaminations just below the surface occur within the CMAS

nfiltrated regions, which give rise to a significantly increased
oung’s modulus.
tate conditions of interest requires
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d2T

d2x
−

hG

kd
T = −

hG

kd
TG, �x� � a, 0 	 y 	 d �A1�

Zones whose size is of order d exist at the ends of the crack, in
which the temperature transitions from that in the strip to the
surface temperature T0surface are given by Eq. �5�. This zone
shrinks to zero as d /a becomes small. These zones are ignored
and the boundary conditions for Eq. �A1� are taken as T��a�
=T0surface. Thus, the temperature distribution above the crack is

T = TG −
q0

hG

cosh�	BG
� a/dx/a�

cosh	BG
� a/d

, �x� � a, 0 	 y 	 d

�A2�
An approximation to the temperature distribution on the bottom
surface of the crack also exploits the facts that the crack is ther-
mally insulating and d /a
1. Consider the thermal problem for
the half space below the crack line along y=0. For �x��a,
�T /�y=0. For �x��a, T=T0�0�, where T0�0� is given by Eq. �5�,
with transition zones of order d between these two conditions at
the crack ends. If these zones are ignored, the conditions along
y=0 are identical to those for the classical problem of an isolated
nonconducting crack subject to remote heat flux, q0, in an infinite
plane. The temperature distribution just below the crack is

T = T0�0� −
q0a

k
	1 − � x

a
�2

, �x� � a, y = 0− �A3�

The change in temperature due to presence of the crack, �T=T
−T0�y�, determines the stress intensity factors

�T =
q0

hG
�1 −

y

a
B0

� −
cosh�	BG

� a/dx/a�

cosh	BG
� a/d


, �x� � a, 0 	 y 	 d

�A4�

�T = −
q0a

k
	1 − � x

a
�2

, �x� � a, y = 0− �A5�

Because the temperature change �T satisfies Laplace’s equation,
the associated strains generated under plane strain

�xx = �yy = ��1 + ���T, �xy = 0 �A6�
are compatible, producing no stress within the simply connected
region shown in Fig. 11, a created by a cut along the y-axis above
the crack. However, the displacements derived from these strains
are discontinuous across the cut—it is the enforcement of their
continuity that generates the stresses and stress intensity factors
that arise from �T. The second step in the analysis is to compute
the displacement discontinuity and then to determine the force/
length, �P, and moment/length, �M, in Fig. 11�b�. These are
directly linked to the stress intensity factors by �15�

KI =
1

��P cos � + 2	3�Md−1 sin ��

Fig. 11 „a… Cut above the crack creating a simply connected
region. „b… Resultant force/length and moment/length required
to eliminate displacement discontinuity across the cut in „a….
	2d
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KII =
1

	2d
��P sin � − 2	3�Md−1 cos �� �A7�

here �=52.1 deg.
Given the symmetry of �T with respect to x and the fact that

he associated shear strain, �xy, vanishes, one can readily show
hat the displacements derived from the strains in Eq. �A6� are
uch that uy is continuous across the cut, while the discontinuity
f ux varies linearly across the cut. Denote the discontinuity across
he cut by �ux�=2�+2��0+�y, where ��0+� is the rotation of the cut
urface on the right, taken as positive in the clockwise sense. The
ifference in average strain �xx from Eq. �A6� on the top and
ottom surfaces of the crack obtained using Eqs. �A4� and �A5�
ives

�

a
= −

�1 + ���q0

hG
�BG

� ��

4
+

d

a
� + 1 −

tanh	BG
� a/d

	BG
� a/d


 �A8�

he rotation discontinuity is given by ��0+�=��a�+�0
a�dx, where

�a� is the rotation at the right hand crack tip and � is the curva-
ure of the upper crack surface. Because �T varies linearly with y
n the layer above the crack in Eq. �A4�, the latter is immediately
btained using Eq. �A6� with

� =
�1 + ���q0

k
�A9�

ext, ��a� can be obtained using the fact that �� /�x=ux,xy = �1
�����T /�x along the lower surface of the crack because �xy

0. Then, because symmetry dictates that the rotation vanishes at
=0 below the crack, one obtains from Eq. �A5�

��a� = −
�1 + ���q0a

k
�A10�

ogether, Eqs. �A9� and �A10� give

��0+� = 0 �A11�
he final step in the analysis is to enforce continuity of displace-
ents across the cut by imposing �P and �M in Fig. 11�b�. For

lender layers �d /a
1�, the layer can be modeled as a plate
lamped at its right end. The choices

�P = −
Ed

�1 − �2�
�

a
=

E�q0d

�1 − ��hG
�BG

� ��

4
+

d

a
� + 1

−
tanh	BG

� a/d
	BG

� a/d

, �M = 0 �A12�

rovide continuity by canceling � in Eq. �A8� and ��0+� in Eq.
A11�. Then, by Eq. �A7�
ournal of Applied Mechanics
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�KI,KII� =
E	d

	2�1 − ��

�q0a

k ��

4
+

d

a
+

1

BG
� �1 −

tanh	BG
� a/d

	BG
� a/d

�

��cos �,sin �� �A13�

The term d /a in the square brackets above is negligible over the
range of validity of Eq. �A13� and is on the order of terms already
neglected in the analysis, thus it can be neglected. The results for
G in Eq. �14� and � in Eq. �15� follow directly.
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